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For the Trader Serious about Building Wealth

The Path to Trading Success Starts Here

“This product will put money directly in your pocket!”  
      -Ken Holmes



The key to building wealth is to make consistent 
gains regardless of what the market is doing. 
You need an investment Strategy that can make 
money in bear markets, bull markets, sideways 
and volatile markets.

We are Nirvana Systems and we’ve been building 
advanced trading technology for over 20 years for 
traders and investors all over the world. Recently 
we discovered a technique for generating Trading 
Signals that is so powerful, and so profitable that 
we have given it our highest honors—Nirvana 
Systems Proprietary or NSP status.

How many Trading Strategies can generate 
profitable Signals year after year, in any market, 
and on any list? NSP-41 may very well be the first 
of its kind in the world. NSP-41 has tested out 
to be highly profitable on stocks in the S&P, the 
NASDAQ, and the Russell—in fact it is profitable 
on all lists we have tried it on back to 2000. It even 
works on futures and ETFs!

NSP-41 comes with OmniTrader Professional, 
our automated trading software platform AND 
our unmatched One-Year Guarantee! If you are 
interested in building wealth automatically, you owe 
it to yourself to learn more about NSP-41.

Nirvana Systems Inc., Headquarters in Austin, Texas

“I have been a profitable, full time trader 
for four years now.  A large part of this 
success I owe to Nirvana Systems.”  
- Bill Graves
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What is NSP-41?
Nirvana Systems was founded in 1987 for the explicit 
purpose of developing automated trading technology for 
individual investors. Over the past 23 years, we have built 
a solid reputation for providing quality products that are 
more automated and more powerful than anything else 
on the market. And now, we’ve outdone even ourselves!

The Power of Advanced Trading Technology
NSP-41 is the latest proprietary automated Trading 
Strategy released by our Labs. Many Trading Strategies 
are designed for one specific type of market, which means 
they can easily fail when confronted with sudden changes 
in trend or volatility.  

NSP-41 handles today’s changing markets. It buys 
in uptrends and if set to do so, it can sell short in 
down trending markets.  The Strategy compares short 
term price movement to the longer trend, looking 
for opportunities to exploit. It can also recognize 
opportunities in flat or sideways markets and take 
advantage of them.

Withstanding the Test of Time
We’ve been building Trading Strategies for a long time 
and we know how to test and validate them. NSP-41 
has been verified on over 10 years of “out of sample” data. 
We tested it against a large number of lists (see 10-year 
equity curve, pages 6-7). NSP-41 has proven itself to 
hold up across all market environments.

Guaranteed to Perform
We take the business of building Trading Strategies 
very seriously, and we believe in what we sell. That’s 
why we offer our unprecedented 90-Day Unconditional 
Guarantee and an unheard of One-Year Performance 
Guarantee (see details on page 11).  But we also want 
to protect those who use the Strategy from the pitfalls 
of over trading. That’s why we have a limited number 
of copies available. Once we’ve sold the 300th copy of 
NSP-41, it will be taken off the market.   
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“The strategy is easy to run, easy to 
implement and only requires a few 
minutes of your time a day. As a matter 
of fact it is so easy that you might feel 
cheated by its simplicity. But the results 
speak for themselves.”  
- Thomas Helget 



          

Any Market. Any List.
Any Trading Style.
It Just Works!

NSP-41 vs. the S&P 500 (2008-2010)

The period from January 1, 2008 to 
June 1, 2010 was one of the most 
challenging market environments we’ve 
ever seen. Indeed, a good many fortunes 
were lost in the economic downturn of 
2008, as seen in the chart of the  
S&P 500 to the lower right.

But look at the equity curve for NSP-41 
during this period. As the market pushed 
lower and lower, NSP-41 actually MADE 
money during this period. Then, when the 
market finally turned the corner in March 
2009, NSP-41 automatically detected 
the new trend and began buying into it, 
hardly missing a beat as it went to new 
highs. The score: NSP-41, Up 137%, 
S&P 500, Down 25%. It’s safe to say 
NSP-41 is a winning Strategy.

The goal of the Strategy is to make 
consistent, small gains while staying 
diversified. This keeps it nimble and ready 
to react to a sudden market event. That’s 
why it doesn’t suffer the same draw downs 
as the overall market—it’s amazing!
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Consistent Gains Year After Year

Works on Any Symbol List
The equity curve to the right was generated using a 
trading simulation on stocks in the S&P 100 list. But 
NSP-41 is equally impressive on other indexes, including 
the S&P 500 and Russell 1000 (see below).

Never before has a Trading Strategy been available with 
this level of flexibility or performance. NSP-41 has the 
firepower to help you achieve your wealth building goals.

NSP-41 has made gains every year in the past 10 years in 
simulated trading. The key to this remarkable performance 
is the Strategy’s ability to prosper regardless of market 
conditions. Bull market, bear market, volatile or calm, 
NSP-41 consistently profits while beating the general market. 

The equity curve to the right reflects simulated performance 
on the stocks in the S&P 100 compared to the performance 
of the S&P 500 Index. Even when the general market 
is losing ground, NSP-41 continues to post gains and 
reach new equity highs.

Symbol List       Annual Gain
 S&P 100              28%
 Russell 1000            31%
 NASDAQ              23%
 S&P 500              20%

*For information on how the statistics in this mailer were calculated and additional material, please see www.nirvanasystems.com/NSP41results.

Average Annual Gains Over Past 10 Years S&P 500

10 Years of Profits!
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NSP-41 Matches Your 
Trading Style
No matter what your investment objectives, NSP-41 can help 
you reach them.  

Aggressive Traders:  Do you trade with full margin on both the 
long and short side of the market?  NSP-41 has shown a 
consistent ability to generate very high returns with low draw downs 
in aggressive trading.

The “Typical” Investor:  Most investors trade on the long side 
only, but are willing to use margin if opportunities are available.  
NSP-41 gives these investors what they need to maximize
their portfolio returns.

Conservative Investors:  Many investors are willing to trade the short 
side of the market, but refrain from applying additional leverage 
through the use of margin.  Trading in this mode, NSP-41 has 
generated solid profits at far lower risk than a buy and hold approach.

Retirement:  Even though neither shorts nor margin can be used in 
a retirement account, NSP-41 has shown the ability to generate solid 
steady gains.

Approach:      Long    Short    Margin    Annual Gain*
Aggressive               28% 
Typical               14% 
Conservative               10% 
Retirement                7%600 pts
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*For information on how the statistics in this mailer were calculated and additional material, please see www.nirvanasystems.com/NSP41results.
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Guaranteed for ONE FULL YEAR—or Your Money Back!
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Our One-Year Money Back Guarantee
Get NSP-41 and use it for 90 days.  If you are not happy with 
NSP-41 for ANY reason within this trial period, just return it 
for a 100% refund.  

After 90 days you can still receive a refund for up to one full 
year from purchase.  Just execute at least 10 trades from the 
official NSP-41 Signals as posted on the NSP-41 web site.  
If they don’t perform according to the terms of the One-Year 
Performance Guarantee*, we will refund your purchase price.

End User License and Non-Disclosure Agreement 
We want to ensure that those customers who trade with  
NSP-41 are successful.  That’s why we are limiting the  
number of copies sold outside the Nirvana Club to just 300. 

We must ensure that all NSP-41 Signals are not shared 
outside the NSP-41 owner base in any way.  An End User 
License and Non-Disclosure Agreement must be signed  
with each copy sold.*  
 

Guaranteed for ONE FULL YEAR—or Your Money Back! NSP-41 Pricing and Terms

NSP-41 End User License . . . . $4,000
OmniTrader users can acquire NSP-41 for just $4,000. This 
is still much less than people pay for other Trading Systems 
that only work in a limited number of market conditions. And 
NOBODY offers a One-Year Guarantee. 
 
Acquiring NSP-41 and the NSP-41 Success Support System 
is easy.  Just fill out the enclosed End User Agreement and 
fax or mail it to us.  After approval, we will rush your NSP-41 
package to you via overnight delivery.

But don’t wait – submit your application today!  Because once 
we’ve sold the 300th copy, the opportunity to build wealth  
with NSP-41 will have passed.1 

NSP-41 is the result of millions of dollars of development 
costs.  Nothing in the market comes close to the robustness  
and performance of this Trading System.  Join the elite group 
of traders who are building wealth in any market condition.   
You’ll be glad you did.

*See the NSP-41 End User License and Non-Disclosure Agreement and   
Performance Guarantee for complete details.

1 Applications will be accepted on a first-come, first-serve basis, according  
  to postmark or dated fax transmission. 
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9111 Jollyville Rd, Suite 275
Austin, Texas 78759 USA

Toll Free 1.800.880.0338
www.nirvanasystems.com

The NSP-41 System 
 

·  In historical testing NSP-41 made money  

   every year for the past 10 years.   
·  Designed to build wealth in any market condition. 

Get on board before NSP-41 is sold out! 

 
Call: 1.800.880.0338
Online: www.nsp41.com

One-Year Money Back Guarantee!

Limited  

to 300 
Copies!

NirvanaSystems


